iBounce™ Kids Round Trampoline
Owner’s Manual
Assembly, Installation, Care, Maintenance, and Use
Instructions

WARNING
Read these materials prior to assembling and using this trampoline

DO NOT attempt or allow
somersaults. Landing on the
head or neck can cause serious
injury, paralysis or death, even
when landing in the middle of the
bed.

DO NOT allow more than one
person on the trampoline.
Use by more than one person
at the same time can result in
serious injury.

Use trampoline only with mature, knowledgeable supervision.

Intended for children ages 3 and older.
The maximum user weight is 75 pounds.

Retain address information for future use.
JumpSport, Inc.
2055 South 7th Street, Suite A
San Jose, CA 95112 U.S.A.

1-888-567-5867
www.jumpsport.com
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P/N:INS-P-20875-00D

IMPORTANT: READ FIRST
This product is intended for use by children ages 3 and older, weighing less than 75 lbs.
1.
WARNING: Users should consult with a physician before beginning any exercise or conditioning program.
2. If user feels faint or dizzy, or any pain or severe discomfort, immediately stop using the trampoline.
3. Avoid bouncing when tired. Take breaks often.
4. Users should drink water at regular intervals to remain hydrated.
5. Use only in a well lit area, and only on level, cushioned surfaces (for instance, on carpeting). Only use trampoline
when it is dry.
6. Keep away from objects which could interfere with safe use. Remove obstructions (such as balls or toys) underneath,
above, or around the trampoline. Leave adequate lateral and overhead clearance around the trampoline (avoid furniture,
lamps, walls, windows, toys, other trampolines, etc.). Leave at least 6 feet from the frame edge.
7. Inspect trampoline before each use. Replace, tighten, or adjust any loose, worn, defective, or missing parts.
8. Do not allow users to jump on and off the trampoline. Do not use the trampoline as a springboard to or from other
objects. Do not step on the frame or hold onto the handle when getting on and off the trampoline. The handle is designed for use only while jumping. If a child needs assistance, the supervising adult should hold the child’s hand(s) while
the child gets on or off the trampoline.
9. The child (user) should wear no obstructions while on the trampoline (jewelry, necklaces, earrings, etc) that can
prevent free movement.
10. Stop bounce by flexing knees as feet come in contact with the trampoline bed. Control is more important than
bounce height.
11. Store and protect trampoline from unauthorized use.
12. For additional information, contact us at JumpSport.com or 1-888-567-5867.
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
1. Misuse and abuse of this trampoline is dangerous and can cause injuries.
2. All purchasers or persons assembling this trampoline must become familiar with the manufacturer’s recommendations
for the proper assembly, use, and care of this trampoline. If the assembler has any questions about the assembly instructions, he or she is highly recommended to contact our customer service department prior to continuing assembly of
the trampoline.
3. It is the RESPONSIBILITY of the owner of this trampoline to insure that only ONE CHILD at a time is on the trampoline, and that child is supervised and informed of all warnings and safety instructions.
4. Adult assembly required for this trampoline.
It is the responsibility of the purchaser and of anyone who is supervising children who use this product to become familiar with all of
the information in this booklet, to convey the warnings to all users, and to enforce JumpSport’s rules for safe use.

Copyright Notice
This material is protected by United States copyright laws and is proprietary to JumpSport, Inc. Disclosure, reproduction, translation,
modification, or use of this document by anyone other than authorized employees, authorized users, or licensees of JumpSport
without the prior written consent of JumpSport, Inc. is prohibited.
The information in this document is subject to change without notice. JumpSport, Inc. shall not be liable for any damages resulting
from technical errors or omissions, which may be present in this document, or from use of this document.
Copyright © 2013, by JumpSport, Inc. All rights reserved.
Printed: 2013
Instruction Manual P/N: INS-P-20875-00
JumpSport iBounce Kids Trampoline P/N: RBJ-S-20856-00

Trademarks
JumpSport® and iBounce™ are trademarks of JumpSport, Inc.
All other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies or organizations.

How to Contact Customer Support
Should you require customer service or technical support for the JumpSport Fitness Trampoline, please contact JumpSport’s
Customer Service department at:
1-888-567-5867
6:00am—5:00pm Monday through Friday, Pacific Time
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Assembly and Installation Instructions
WARNING: Adult assembly required. Product includes small parts and sharp points in an unassembled state. Keep
unassembled parts away from children under 3 years of age.

Assembly Instructions
Place contents from the box in a cleared area and position them on the floor in front of you. Do not
dispose of the packing materials or the box until assembly is completed. Read each step carefully before beginning.
General Precaution Measures before and after assembly:
1. Keep children away from the trampoline during assembly.
2. Keep fingers away from the frame ends in the hinge area when unfolding the trampoline. The trampoline
will snap into the unfold position . Serious injury can occur if fingers are caught between the hinges.
3. When unfolding the trampoline, the frame will try to spring back to the folded position if it is released before it snaps into place.

Parts List
Reference #
1
2

Part #
CAP-P-20861-00
FRA-A-20862-00
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HAN-A-20860-00

4
5
6
7

HAN-P-20859-00
HAR-K-20858-00
LEG-P-20870-00
PAD-P-20863-00

1)

Description
Foot Cap
Frame Assembly
Handle Top Assembly with
foam pad
Handle Upright
Hardware Kit (tool + 4 screws)
Leg
Pad

6)
2)

4)

3)

5)

7)
3

Quantity
6
1
1
2
1
6
1

Assembly and Installation Instructions

To Open

1) Gently pull out the two ends of the frame as shown above, so the trampoline expands into the half circle
shape. Make sure the larger outside hinges are touching the floor during assembly.
2) Firmly grasp both halves of the frame at the
midpoint of each half circle, stabilizing the frame
with one knee as shown. Using steady pressure,
with hands open and fingers extended, use palm
of hands to push top of frame until it snaps flat
into the open position.

CAUTION
Pinch Point
Keep body clear of the hinges
when folding and
unfolding the trampoline to
avoid injury.

3)The folding trampoline should now be open and upside down,
with black caps facing up. Remove the caps and proceed to screw on
each one of the 6 round legs to the trampoline frame. Double-check
to make sure that each leg is secured on tightly.
Flip the trampoline over after finishing leg installation so the legs
are standing on a flat surface.



Check each leg to make sure that the black foot caps at the bottom sits flat on the ground. If not, rotate only the black foot cap,
not the entire leg, so that the leg remains screwed on tight. All
6 foot caps should now sit flat on the ground as shown.
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Assembly and Installation Instructions

Safety Frame Pad Installation

4) Lay the safety frame pad over the trampoline, lining up the two holes in the pad with the two handle brackets sticking out of the frame. Slide the pad cut-outs over the handle brackets.
WARNING: Pulling too forcefully on the safety pad may result in the pad tearing.
5) Once you have lined up the pad, flip over the
trampoline frame. Secure the pad to the frame with
the elastic straps sewn onto the pad. Be sure to
loosely tie each elastic strap around the frame so that
the pad has room to move while the trampoline is
being used. Repeat until all 6 pairs of straps are tied
around the frame.
Knot
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Assembly and Installation Instructions

Handle Bar Assembly
6) The trampoline should be facing upright. Insert
each of the handle upright parts into the indicated
holes in the frame, with the straight end placed in the
frame of the trampoline and the shorter curved end at
the top. Once each handle upright is placed into the
indicated hole, secure with a screw, using the included tool to tighten.

7) Slide the handle top assembly onto the top of the
secured handle uprights. Secure with screws, using
the included tool to tighten. The handle should be
angled towards the trampoline.

CAUTION
Avoid Injury.
Handle is not designed to
support your entire weight.
It is to aid with balance only
while jumping. Do not hold
onto handle while getting on
or off the trampoline.

The JumpSport iBounce Kids Round Trampoline is now ready for use!
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Assembly and Installation Instructions

Handle must be held at all times when jumping on the trampoline.
CARE & MAINTENANCE
1. Always inspect the trampoline before each use and replace any worn, defective, or missing parts.
2. Always check to make sure all screws are secure on the frame.
3. Periodically check stitching or fabric of the bed or frame pad for any deterioration.
4. Periodically apply a silicone spray on stretch-bands straps of the mat to prevent any deterioration.
5. For indoor & outdoor use - DO NOT leave outdoors when not in use. Do not use when wet.
TRAMPOLINE STORAGE
Once your trampoline is assembled, simply remove the 6 legs and handle for flat storage, keeping the frame
unfolded.

To Disassemble and Close
Important Safety Note: Always close your folding trampoline with 2 people.
1) Unscrew and remove the handle bar assembly.
2) Turn the unit upside down and lay it flat. Remove the pad bungees and slide off the pad.
3) Unscrew each leg.
4) With trampoline frame upside down and flat on the floor, locate the larger main hinges on each side.
Orient the trampoline as shown in the pictures below.
UPPER HALF

UPPER HALF (inner hinge)

Person 1 Right Hand

Person 2 Left Hand

Main hinges

LOWER HALF (outer hinge)

Person 1 Right Knee

Person 2 Left Knee

LOWER HALF

5) Each person should kneel facing the upper half of the folding trampoline and place their knees closest to the trampoline on the lower half of the frame approximately 2 inches below (not on) the hinge.
6) Each person should lean forward placing their outside hand on the ground, and using their inside
hand to grasp the frame near the top of the folding trampoline.
7) Together, pull gently on the frame towards you to raise the upper half towards the middle.
Ensure that your head is clear of moving frame. The trampoline should fold towards you. Gently lower
the upper half down towards the bottom half. Caution: Watch out for your hands and other body parts.
8) Once the trampoline is folded in half (resembling a half-circle), simply push the two ends together so
it resembles the image in Step 1.
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90 Day Limited Warranty
What is covered by this warranty? This warranty covers any defects in materials or workmanship on all of the components
of the JumpSport iBounce Kids Round Trampoline, and is extended exclusively to the original retail purchaser.
How long does this coverage last? Warranty coverage for each component begins from the original date of purchase and

lasts for 90 days.
What will JumpSport do? If you return the defective part to JumpSport, as instructed below, JumpSport will either repair or

replace such part, at JumpSport’s discretion, and return it to you.
What is not covered by this warranty? This warranty does not cover expenses of on-site labor, shipping costs, travel,

assembly or disassembly, or other charges associated with the repair or replacement of covered components. This warranty
also does not cover any problem that is caused by abuse, misuse, commercial or public use, ordinary wear and tear, outdoor
use, weathering, acts of God (such as wind and lightning), failure to follow directions, improper installation, improper
maintenance, or any silk screened graphics. Rust is a natural occurrence with any steel product and is likewise not covered by
this warranty, to the extent that it does not affect the structural integrity of the part.
JUMPSPORT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCT OR OTHER DAMAGES WITH
RESPECT TO ANY LOSS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ECONOMIC LOSS, LOSS OF PROPERTY, LOSS OF
REVENUE OR PROFITS, LOSS OF ENJOYMENT OR USE, COST OF REMOVAL, INSTALLATION OR OTHER
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. ACCORDINGLY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
THE WARRANTY EXTENDED HEREUNDER IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS LIMITED IN ITS SCOPE AND DURATION TO
THE TERMS SET FORTH HEREIN. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED
WARRANTY LASTS. ACCORDINGLY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
How to get a defective part replaced:

1)
2)

3)

Call the JumpSport Customer Service department at 1-888-567-5867 to obtain a Return Authorization number. All returns
must be pre-authorized.
Send the part(s) to the designated Service Center, along with a copy of your original sales receipt and a brief written
description of the problem, including how it occurred. You must pay freight and insurance to return the part to JumpSport. At JumpSport’s sole discretion, we may ask you to send photographs in addition to or in lieu of returning the part.
After inspecting the returned part(s), JumpSport will make a final determination whether the part is covered by this
warranty. We reserve the right to examine photographs or physical evidence concerning parts claimed to be defective prior
to making a final determination concerning the claim. A repaired or replacement part will be returned to you. Please allow
3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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